
Utility & Property Information 

 

Address:  585 Spooner Road, Fairfax, VT 05454.  

 

 From I-89, take exit 18 toward US-7. Turn left onto US-7. In 325’, turn right 

onto Skunk Hill Road. Follow for approx. 2.6 miles and turn left onto Blake 

Road. After rounding bend in Blake Road, turn left onto Spooner Road (left 

turn is at first house on right after bend in road). Follow to real estate sign. 

  

Taxes:  Town of Fairfax — $832.02 (2020 Non-Residential Value).  

 

 Property is enrolled in Vermont’s tax reduction program (Use Value 

Appraisal) or commonly referred to as Current Use.  The UVA program 

allows for substantial property tax reduction in exchange for the practice of 

good silviculture and a commitment to non-development uses. See UVA 

breakdown below. 

 

Acreage: There are discrepancies in the recorded vs. measured acreage of the parcel. 

Per the current town records, the acreage for the property is recorded and 

taxed as 62 +/- acres. A prior deed for the same parcel recorded in 1941 

reported the acreage as 71 +/- acres. The forester who completed the Forest 

Management Plan in 2015 calculated 69.8-acres during his site visit. Using 

our mapping system, we physically walked and tracked all boundaries of the 

property, which calculated an acreage of 79.4 acres. While the property is 

listed as 62 +/- acres, please note there may be additional acreage that is 

unaccounted for, and therefore, not taxed by the town. We have depicted the 

boundaries of the property per the physical boundaries on the parcel marked 

by stonewalls and fencing. 

 

UVA: Per the Use Value Appraisal, 56 of the 62 acres are enrolled in Vermont’s 

UVA program as forest land. 6 acres have been withheld from the program of 

which 2 acres have been withheld for a house site and 4 acres have been 

withheld for the powerline ROW. Please see Supporting Documents & Maps 

and/or the Forest Management Plan for the approximate location of the 2-

acres that have been excluded for a potential homesite. The breakdown of the 

enrolled land is as follows: 

  

Open/Idle Ag 2.4 acres Ecologically significant treatment area 



Productive 

Forest I, II, III 

48 acres Significant Wildlife Habitat 

Nonproductive 

Forest 

5.6 acres Miscellaneous 

Total 56 Acres  

  

Per the seller, the property has been selectively cut on a 5-year cut rotation. 

There is a cut available on the property that is estimated to have a range in 

value from $5-10K.  

 

Please see the Forestry Management Plan for more information; and note, 

the plan was created in 2015 and includes an additional 162 acres located in 

Georgia that was formerly owned by the seller and has since been sold. Only 

information pertaining to the 62 acres on the Fairfax side applies to the land. 

 

If a purchaser wishes to alter the location of the 2-acre exclusion, this is 

possible by working with a forester. The process requires identification of a 

new location and resubmitting of the forest management plan and maps. If 

the town deems that the new location of the 2-acre exemption places the lot 

in an area of higher assessed value, there may be a small penalty of 10% of 

the value difference. 

 

Zoning:   Conservation & Rural.    

Access the Fairfax Zoning Regulations for further information.  The Fairfax 

Zoning Administrator, Amber, may also be contacted at 802-849-6111 ext. 

12 with any additional questions. 

 

Per the Fairfax zoning regulations, the following is true:  

 

• In the conservation district, the minimum lot acreage is 5-acres with a 

front setback of 60 feet from the centerline of the road.  

 

• In the rural district, the minimum lot acreage is 2- acres with a front 

setback of 60 feet from the centerline of the road.  

 

• Lots shall either have road frontage or have approved access via 

ROW in accordance with Section 2.3C of the zoning regulations.  

 

For an approximate depiction of the conservation district area on the parcel, 

please see the Supporting Maps and Docs for reference.   

https://www.fairfax-vt.gov/vertical/sites/%7BA7F085CD-5C79-4CCF-8878-6AF1EF4F216C%7D/uploads/Development_Regulations-_Fairfax_-_FINAL_2016.pdf


  

Power:  Green Mountain Power — utility pole # 65 78 is the closest to the property 

and is located along Spooner Road approximately 150’ from the property 

boundary. No formal estimate can be provided until power service 

application is made. Easements from neighboring landowners may be 

required to extend and is determined by a site visit. Contact Bob with GMP at 

802-524-1646 for additional information.  

  

Septic/Water:  Per state regulations, purchasers will need to provide their own state 

approved Wastewater and Potable Water permit. Drilled artesian wells are 

typical for the area.  

 

Farm History: Per the seller, the land contains quality soil, which was once used to grow 

beans. The farmers at that time also raised sheep, which is physically 

evidenced by the vintage stonewalls and wire fencing that form the 

boundaries of the property. The land is home to old apple trees of different 

varieties that could be cultivated as desired. Additionally, the land had 

formerly been hayed annually until the 1970s.  

 

Sugar Woods: Per the seller, there has been a sugaring operation on the property since the 

early 1900s. Currently, there are 1000+ taps on the property. Per the Forest 

Management Plan, the sugar woods are located on the southwestern portion 

of the property. The seller currently has a handshake agreement with a local 

farmer, who taps the trees on the property. The seller estimates that he 

received $1,000 in revenue from the agreement last year, which is expected 

to increase by a $300 margin next year per the agreement. The farmer owns 

the farm at the end of Spooner Road and is interested in continuing to sugar 

the trees on the property if desired by the purchaser.  

 

Wetlands: In total, there are approximately 5-acres of wetlands on the property. The 

largest wetland area found on the southern portion of the parcel is adjacent to 

a Beaver Pond, which is located on land formerly owned by the seller that is 

now owned by the Vermont Land Trust and the Town of Georgia. Per the 

Forest Management Plan, beavers “create critical habitat for a diversity of 

wildlife, including muskrats, otters, racoons, and moose… waterfowls… 

mallards, wood ducks, and black ducks… red-winged black birds, Great Blue 

Herons, and a variety of amphibian and reptile species.” One heron nest was 

noted in the inventory in 2015 according to the forester.  

 

 



Stone  

Foundation: Per the seller, there is an old stone foundation on the property that had 

formerly supported an original “Salt Box” house, which burned down in the 

1960s.  

 

Powerline ROW: There is a 100’ wide powerline right-of-way easement that crosses the 

property.  

 

Boundaries: Per the seller, the town’s tax map does not depict the boundaries of the 

property accurately. We have depicted the boundary using the stonewalls and 

wire fencing that physically marks the boundaries of the property.  

  

Road:  Spooner Road — Privately maintained and plowed class 4 road. Per the 

seller, there is no knowledge of a shared maintenance agreement among 

neighboring landowners, but one could exist without the seller’s knowledge 

due to the fact that the seller’s land is currently vacant and used seasonally.  

 

Additional Items: The seller is offering an antique tobacco cutter salvaged from the property to 

be included in the sale of the land if desired by the purchaser.  

  

Services:  Consolidated Communications and Comcast offer Cable TV, high-speed 

internet, and telephone in the area.  

 

Disclaimer: The information on this page is provided as a courtesy and is for general reference only. This information may not 

be relied on and was created from many sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable. Some 

information, especially measurements and costs are only    approximate. Taxes, utilities, zoning, state/local permits, 

construction costs, roads, associations, property condition, forestry plans, timber volumes/$, boundaries, surveys 

and all other data found here may and does change. All buyers are encouraged to perform their own due diligence 

and not rely only on this information. No responsibility will be assumed for decisions and offers made from this 

information. 


